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Voteri Action Threatens Priofs.

.Opposes StuUent
- Board Members

By Cindi Fine

By Kathryn Korewick

Calling college students "interseted parties," Gov. Dixy Lee
Ray said she was very much
against the idea of a student
member on the boards of trustees
of any of the state colleges - or
universities, adding she would
never consider the idea unless
legislation forced her to do so.
Gov. Ray, who held a brief
press · conference in the PUB
following a luncheon Tuesday,
said that members of the BOT
should be disinterested .parties
and that students do not fall i,nto
that' category. She added that she
would be just as opposed to
having a college administrator or
professor serve on a BOT.

Governor Di.x y Lee Ray appeared _here Tuesday to
highlight the investiture ceremony~ of Eastern 's new'
president, Dr. H. George Frederickson.

Gov. Ray also said that about
500 facuity positions in the state
collgeges and universities could
be adversely affected by the
passage of Initiatives 345 and 348.
Initiatives 345 and 348 are the
ballot measures repealing the
sales tax on food and rolling back
the gasoline tax. Initiative 345
passed overwhelmingly last
Tuesday, while 348 is in the
process of a recount due to the
close vote.
Gov. Ray said that prior to the
election, she had said that should
either or both of the initiatives
pass, there would be higher taxes
in some other area or a reduction
in state spending. State law requires a balanced budget and
prohibits deficit spending, she
said.
The Governor added that if a
reduction in the budget is necessary, it would be up to the
individual BOTs to decide where
the cuts would be made, stressing
the "iffiness'' of the question at
this time.
Gov. Ray also empasized how
important she feels communication between her office and the
acade~ic world is, adding: "The
best way to communicate is to
hear, see, make your own decision."
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Colleges and universities may
face a cut of up to 500 faculty and
staff positions in an effort to
balance the state budget and reduce the projected $167 million
deficit created by the removal of
sales tax on food, said Gov. Dixy
Lee Ray in a question and answer
period with Eastern's faculty
Tuesday.
Gov. Ray said earlier restricted enrolJment may be another
means of coping with the reduced
budget. She stressed that these
measures may not be used if al- ternative sources for funding can
be found _
The possible nine per cent reduction in post-secondary funding was one of several measures
Gov. Ray mentioned in an effort
~9 cope with the deficit created by
the passage of initative 345.
Following the election, Gov.
Ray dec1are~ an executive order
freezing state employment. No
vacancies are to be filled and
there will be tight budgetary control. However, Ray cautioned
that exceptions can be made in
some cases but every effort will
be made to "hold the line on expenditures."
Gov. Ray also fielded questions
from the audience concerning
salary schedules for faculty
whkh she does not support saying t,h at she feels that education
is "still a profession, not just a
job."
When questioned about the cutback trend in higher education
since the late 60's, Gov. Ray
agreed that a study on the situation would be a worthwhile project but that to be effective it
would need to be done on an individual 1nstitution basis . She
emphasized that the Board of
·Trustees is responsible for the

distribution of funds and that this
varies considerably between
schools.
Answering a final question on
the creation of a "superagency"
for education Ray said that she
'doesn't believe in them" and
used HEW as an example of what
monsters they can become. She
See related story and pictures
on page 12.
said that her philosophy of management is to break problems
into managabJe bits that can be
dealt with effectively rather than
being overwhelmed by unmanagable organizations.
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I A.S. Questionairre I

I Offers Free Tickets I

i In a effort to increase re- j
i sponse to student government ~
I surveys, the AS Concert Com- i
I

mittee announced it will hold a ~
;: drawing of completed surveys :
i with the winner receiving free ~
tickets to upcoming concerts. ~
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The AS will publish a 10•
question survey on Dec. 1.
Every completed survey dropped off in one of the designated
boxes in Tawanka, the P UB,
or the AS offices. will be put in
a barrel, from which one will
be drawn before each upcoming concert. The "winner" will
be given two free tickets to
that concert.
"It's kind of a last ditch
effort on our part, " said an AS
spokesman, "When we attach
our surveys to the ballots [in
student elections] we only get
about a 10 per cent response."
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Bonds and Depi. Funds

Leg. Has More Money Woes
By Mark Walker

Disclosures of bond overpayments on the Pence Union Building totalling $22,000 and deficit
spending by departments receiving Service and Activity fee .
money highlighted this week's
meeting of the beleagured A.S.
Legislature.
Curt Huff, PUB Director, reported to !egislators bond payments on the student-owned PUB
exceeded by $22,000 the amount
due for year.
Huff then dropped a bombshell
telling legislators departmental
budgets funded by A.S. were
$36,500 in the red.

Legislators were quick to
blame national travel for athletics as the major cause for the
deficit in departmental budgets.
National travel last year spent
$10,000 over what had been bud1.
geted by A.S.
Zack Lueck, speaker of the
legislature, said he fears departmental budgets funded by the
A.S. will seek to make up the
deficit at the expense of clubs and
organizations when budgetin.g for
next year begins in the Spring.
"We are going to have to
prevent them from doing that,"
Lueck said, ''They are going to

have to make up the deficit from
their own funds."
Concerning bond overpayments on the PUB, Huff said he
sees a good chance of getting
$16,000 back this fiscal year.
Fred Johns, university vicepresident for business and management, said Old National Banlc
currently holds the bo.nds on the
PUB and wilJ have to allow an
amendment in the current con. tract to get the money back.
In other A.S. business, the
legislature approved the allocation of $2,700 for the initial
publication of EWU's new liter-

ary magazine Willow Springs.
Because of budgetery oversight
resulting in no money left in.
A.S.'s general fund, the money
given to Willow Springs had to be
taken out of the A.S. reserve and
legislature's own budget.
Attendance at this year's
edition of the legislature has been
a problem and establishing a
quorum of eight members hasn't
been easy. The last two scheduled
meetings had to be cancelled due
to lack of a quorum. Eight legislators were present for this
week's meetings.
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Snook Gives Alternate Pion
By Bob Woolery

A radical alternative to the standard government answers to the
problems of unemployment and welfare expenditures was
proposed by an EWU graduate Monday at the Conference on
Governmental and Political Reform.
Dennis Snook, in his doctoral dissertation for Claremont
Graduate School, offered a new solution to the nation's unemployment situation by paying the country's unemployed a subsistance
level wage to produce the goods of their own interest.
"The problem is that there is a larger and larger number of
citizens dependent on welfare and employment compensation,"
Snook said. "While at the same time, there is a growing resentment
of them by citizens who are employed."
Snook said that more people are "choosing" unemployment and
welfare over work because the products they can purchase as a
result of their labor have no value to them.
Snook distinguished between what he calls "replete" value
products and "authentic" value products. Replete products are
those that are mass produced, such as electric hair brushes while
authentic products are those such as the single family home.
While replete products are becoming more and more available to
the majority of working citizens, Snook said, authentic value
products are becoming available only to the "priviliged few ."
People who are working and raise themselves above the
subsistance level, he said, see that the only products available to
J

them are replete. Consequently, these people no longer see the
purpose ef in working, and opt for employment compensation or
·welfare where they can exist on a substitance level while not
working.
"This phenomenon is indolence," Snook said, "a despair ... a loss
of belief in the possibilities of improvement." This loss of faith
leads to resentment, and is potentially dangerous he believes.
Some of the symptoms of this situation are already manifesting
themselves in the increased rate of crime, senseless v101ence and
increased mass boredom.
Snook said there are three methods of relieving the situation, the
first of which would be to create public works projects on a massive
scale and requiring all welfare recipients and people on
employment compensation programs to work on ~hem. This
"forced employment" Snook said, would only result in further
resentment and dissatisfaction among those affected by it.
The second solution would be to use all the "traditional"
methods, but to also guarantee an annual income to those who
remain unemployed. This method would also·be ineffective, Snook
said, because many people would remain unemployed, while those
who are working would greatly resent the guaranteed income.
The third plan, which Snook proposes, guarantees a good job for
anyone who wants one, to work at pursuing their own interest while
being paid a subsitance level wage to do so.
.

Anthropology Museum

Dedication Monday
The result of a joint effort on
the part of a small group of
students, Anthropology Professor
John Ross and several people
from the Spokane area, the EWU
Anthropology Museum is to be
dedicated Nov. 21 at 2:00.
Although not officially open
until May 1, the museum is to be
presented as part of the investiture proceedings.
Members of the Spokane Indian
tribe will be on hand to receive a
special dedication of their culture
area.
When finished the museum will
consist of ten culture areas all
dealing with early North American Indian life with one exception, Cro-Magnon Man.
Each section will be comprised
of a diorama, showing the lifestyles of the people of the area
and exhibits of the people's tools,
toys and specialities such as
basketry and whaling.
Authenticity has played a main
part in the construction of each
region. Sand for the Southwest
diorama was obtained in Arizona.
The acorns in the California
exhibit came from California.
The figures and background in
the dioramas were developed
from pictures of the actual surroundings and people. Trips to
areas around Cheney have also
provided diorama material.
History is Year-old

The idea for a campus museum
first came to light approximately
a year ago when a small grant for
building materials was obtained.
"We were one of the few
Universities across the country
that didn't have a museum,'' said
Ross. The University supplemented the grant with 2 smaller
ones.
"I'd like to recognize the services of students who have given
a lot of their time to the museum," said Ross.
'' Alex Starczewski on photography, Susan Schefenberg, Ruth
Masten, Karen Caddis with figures and Tom Litzinger on the
background paintings."
''Only one person working here
has received a fellowship - Torn
Litzinger, the four others are not
paid for all their time," he said.
Cheney Cowles Museum and
the Northwest Pacific Indian
Center have both helped Ross in
the building of the museum.
Artifacts have been loaned to

the Anthropology museum from
both institutions.
Society is Developed

"The area museums have developed a Society for the advancement of Museums," said
Ross, "We will exchange skills
and resources and will make the
public more aware of what's
happening in the area of Museology .''
.

The museum will sponsor related workshops that will involve
local peoples in such things as
basketry and Jithic (stone) technology. ''This will be a teaching
and research museum, we'll
support courses taught in Anthropology and give assistance to
other programs on campus,"
Ross stated. "In fact, the mu-

seum will be available in Spring
for the Indian Awareness Week."
The museum will not limit
itself just to the EWU campus.
"We will also be developing
programs with District 81 in
Spokane," he said. "We've already had people privately come
in and ask us to identify artifacts."
The Anthropology Museum is
located in Basement Room 13 of
Hargraves Hall.
"Even so, $400 was very little to
work with on a museum," Ross
said. Ross did say, however, that
the Administration has been
"very supportive in all directions
of development and encouagement.''

No :Paper
The Easterner will not be published next week due to. the
Thanksgiving holiday which begins Wednesay at 12 noon.
For those of you who are
bitterly disappointed by this contact the Easterner office in the
Pence Union Building and register your complaints. We will
listen, but we might not remember what you say.
The next issue of the Easterner
wil come out on December 1.

Groups of concerned students
have succeeded in getting official
regcognition of National Food
Day, Nov. 21, here at Eastern.
Natinal Food Day is an attempt
to make Americans -aware of

Confusion Laid to Court
Washington State Attorney
General Slade Gorton said Thursday the confusion over the pornography issue around the nation is
attributable to the Supreme
Court.
Appearing before government
students in Patterson Hall, Gorton made the statement in response to Washington's new
_.initiative-sponsored law which
prohibit~ businesses from dealing
only ,i n "hard-core pornoggraphy."
''The whole problem is due to
vacillation by the Supreme Court
on the issue," Gorton declared.
"Their absence of a definition for
pornography is at the heart of the
problem.''
Constitutionally, he said, the
state's new law is definitely
defensible. Gorton cited a similar
law in effect in Ohio which when
challenged on appeal to the Supreme Court was denied.
But Gorton pointed out the new
law will be costly to taxpayers in
terms of court battles over the
issue.
"Sanctions will only be imposed after court trials. The law
will not be used arbitrarily," he
said.
Now in his third term, the
attorney general said citizen,sponsored initiatives were definitley needed as an outlet for

grievances with the state leg_islature.
"The citizen-initiative is the
best protection against arbitrary
legislation," Gorton said.
But he Qualified the statement
saying he was opposed to citizenini tia t1 ves for constitutional
questions.
"Our state constitution is
definitely in need of some ·
changes but I feel. tpose changes
should come from within the
legislature itself,'' Gorton said.

Lorinda Girault has been appointed editor of the Easterner by
the Publications Commission.
Girault was appointed to the
coveted post on Monday when the
commission also designated
Steve Hanna as editor beginning
winter quarter.
Both Hanna and Girault completed courses offered by Eastern 's journalism center in Spokane last year.
'
Girault replaces Eric Carpenter who resigned four weeks into
the quarter citing "business
reasons" as the cause for his
untimely departure.

Food Doy Nov. 21

Slade Gorton

By Mark Walker

Editor Selected

He cited the four constitutional
questions on last week's ballot as
best evidence for constitutional
reform. Those issues included
the voter registration by mail,
repeal of the food and gas tax and
the family water rights act.
"It's just outrageous the legislature won't allow the question of
constitutional reform on the ballot,'' said Gorton referring to the
legislature's refusal to place the
item on last November's ballot.

Slade Gorton talks to government students in
Patterson Hall about pornography laws.

hunger throughout the world,
primarily through fasting.
A spokesperson for the loosely
organized groups, mainly a coalition of various campus Christian
organizations, said arrangements have been made with Dean
of Student Services Daryl Hagie
and the Tawanka Food service
for students wishing to fast on
Monday.
Students who eat at Tawanka
will be refunded the price of any
meals they decide to pass up
Monday by going to the lobby
desk at the usual meal times.
There will be a Food Day desk set
up in the Tawanka lobby where
students can donate this money
is they so desire. All donations
will be handed over to the Cheney
Food Banlc.
The spokesperson also said the
groups are hoping to get a room
in the PUB Monday, with films
and speakers on hunger awareness locally, nationally, and internationally.

Photo by Kevin Taylor
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Shoplifting

"""'
I. · ..

(Rolling Stone Magazine)--Commander Cody's single
"Seven-E leven" has been picked up as an anthem by San
Francisco area shoplifters who sing the song 1 hile robbing
the store.
One store employee reportedly got mugged by a teenager
who sang the tune during his crime. "I freaked," said Cody.
"I figured my karma was about to get set back 5000 years."
"Seven-Eleven" was receiving heavy airplay around the
country and Ar ista Records decided to release it as a sing le at

'

phu'

Kegs Fly High

. president Clive Davis' insistance it would be a hit. Arista
lawyers, however, found severa l potentially libelous li nes,
among them: "At the Seven-Eleven/The choices are
two/Steal from them or let them steal from you."
Cody, who originally d id not want the song re leased as a
single, changed the lines to "At the Seven-Eleven/Watch
what you do/Steal from them/They'll throw the book at
,,
you.
"Yeah," said Cody, who admits to being a teenage k leptomaniac h imself, "it's actually a pretty good anti-shoplifti ng
song now."

.in Idaho Sky
Catapults come in all sizes.
These scenes are from the
first annual catapult held in
the Spring of 1976 at Lake
Coor d' Alene.

Catapulters .Tradition Cont
By Mike Miller

The Third Annual Great Catapult Contest April 29th will determine if Eastern can retain its
title as the champion beer-keg
slinger of the Northwest.
Eastern's catapult builders are
organizing the contest in which 12
area colleges have been invited to
participate. Each of the schools
will construct a catapult designed
to throw a 16-gallon beer keg to a
target 500 feet from the firing
line. The school which is the most
successful in hitting the target
becomes the "Emperor of
Coquere Dolium Jacto."
The catapult may not be electrically or chemically powered. It
·must be self contained and may
· not be operated by more than
three people. Limited pressurization of the beer keg is allowed.
There's no limit to the amount
spent on materials, according to
the contest rules.
The competition began in 1974
when North Idaho College chat-

lenged area colleges which have
technical programs to build catapults for a keg-slinger contest. In
the first year Eastern had to
finance the catapult's construction by scrounging, borrowing
and accepting donations from
faculty and students, according
to Dean Ma~tin, Eastern's catapult coordinator.
Last year the team received
$200 in A.S. funds to help finance
the project. This year the team
was allotted $750 but that amount
is in danger of being reduced,
said Martin.
The catapulters will again need
donations to help keep their
project going, he continued. Last
year's catapult was made up
from some materials salvaged
from Eastern's Fieldhouse which
burned down.
The team is mainly comprised
of students from the Industrial
Technology department. The students are able to apply what they

Prine-Walker Conc~rf:
Searches ConfiFJue
Last week's John PrineJerry Jeff Walker concert again
saw Spokane County Sheriff's
deputies and Campus Safety officers searching purses and frisking bodies.
The 2,806 persons attending the
concert were generally ambivialent to the searches, having
grown used to them occuring at
concerts involving popular artists, but some objected to the use
of sheriff's deputies doing the
searching.
Carla Elliot, Seattle, said she
objected to the use of deputies.
"They have no right to be on
campus," she said, "Searches in
Seattle and Spokane are not
nearly as tight."
Aaron Burkhart was searched
and a flask of whiskey confiscated.
"I don't like it. They (sheriff's
deputies) hassle people too

much," Burkhart said, "It should
be done by campus security and
students." .
Ourt Huff, PUB director, said
the searches are not set up in
hopes of arresting people trying
to smuggle in liquor or marijuana
but are merely to enforce a state
law banning bottles in state·owned facilities.
But Campus Safety Sargeant
Patrick Farmer said persons
caught with marijuana do face
possible arrest.
"We might bust them depending on their sense of humor,"
Farmer commented at the door
of last week's concert.
Sheriff's deputies refused to
comment on the question of marijuana.
Campus Safety will return the
confiscated booze providing the
person who had the alcohol taken
can show he or she is 21 years of
age.

learned in the classroom in constructing the catapult, according
to Martin. They do the calculating, planning and construction to
make the catapult a mighty
weapon against the teams competitors.
Students desiring more information or who would like to become
a part of Eastern's catapulting
team are urged to attend the
Catapult Club meeting 1 p.m.
today in 205 Cheney Hall.

ROTC Wants
Your Blood
The semi-annual blood drive
sponsored by ASEWU and the
ROTC in cooperation with the
Spokane and Inland Empire
Blood Bank will be held Nov. 17
and 18 in the first floor of the
PUB.
The most recent blood drive at
EWU aquired about 275 pints of
blood, said ROTC spokesperson.
Students are encouraged to
partcipate in the blood drive to
make it a successful project.
A trophy will be awarded to the
organization that brings in the
most donors.

Ferry Hijacked
(Hakodate, Japan)--A young Japanese couple were
arrested Thursday after they hijacked a 8, 190-ton car ferry
and forced it to make an emergency stop at a nearby port because their pet dog hod become ill .
Five hours after the Sh irayuri Moru made an unscheduled
stopover here officials boarded the vessel and persuaded the
couple to surrender. Most of the 34 passengers were
unaware of the incident.

Single Pidge .in Confinement
(London, Ontario, AP)--A female pigeon named Pidge,
who thinks she is a male duck, has been placed in solitary
confinement for interferring with the amorous overtur ·c; of
the ducks at the University of Western .Ontario's Zv . logy
Department.
For six years she has been permitted to reside in a co lony
of ducks.
It was discovered that none of the eggs laid by the ducks
produced duckl ings. By spying on the birds it was found tha t
in spite of the correct approach by amorous drakes to female
ducks, Pidge would drive them away.

Ho use Sold for Wood
(Granvil! Watts, Reuters)--The village of Ban Hai in Tha i land,
is surrounded by valuable teak trees, but villaQeS are
forbided to chop down any to sell dealers. The law, however,
does not prevent a villager from selling his own house. So
the canny villager builds a house next to his own, mode
entirely of teak, then sells it to one of the merchants who
drive up from Chiang Mai. This dealer merely dismantles it
and carts away the timber.

EWU Computer Growing
Eastern has one of the largest
computer facilities of any university of this size in the nation,
according to Wade Harris, director of computer services.
Eastern is also designated as
the only timesharing service center by the State Data Processing
Authority, Harris said.
As a result of this designation,
Eastern serves 25 community
colleges and 30 high schools in the
state with resources in academic
areas, Herb Holden, academic
consultant said.
"We also serve as a resource
for the different agencies and the
Washington Occupational Information System," Holden said.

The occupational information
system provides a computer library of occupational and educational data.
"We have 72 timesharing ports
in the state,' Holden said. "Sixty
three of these are telephone hookups."
Holden says the center operates 24 hours per day , seven days
each week, except for shut downs
for preventative maintenance.
''Our busines1s has increased
steadily in the past f~w years so
we anticipate we will be expanding accordingly when our equipment needs to be updated,''
Harris said.
Since Eastern has one of the

largest computer facilities for
this size university, it can offer
almost unlimited service to the
faculty and administration, ac:
cording to Harris.
"The advantage of our large
system allows faculty members
to run almost any size program
needed to complete any research
they are working on,'' Harris
said.
The computer center also does
some administrative work, although most of it is done at WSU,
according to Holden.
The administrative work includes compiling grades, and
registration.
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Ter.m Contract
Is Condemned

EWU Prof. is Mayor
By Cyndee Walter

Mayor-elect Tom Trulove is presently observing the government
process until January 1, when he officially takes office. However,
he will be involved in all areas of planning and ·decision making in
Cheney.
Trulove, who is a Professor of Economics at Eastern Washington
University, said his main goal is to be energetic in seeing that
citizens have a voice in setting priorities in local government.
"Citizens should be able to call City Hall and make a gripe or get
a straight answer from us, " said Trulove, "I would like to promote
openess and honesty as a way to make ~hanges."
The lack ot),communication within the city of Cheney presents a
problem according to Trulove. He proposed a few ideas on
improving relations between citizens and government officials.
Trulove plans to change the agenda at council meetings, allowing
an open period for community input from the audience present. He
·. would like to have regular neighborhood meetings, where different
h{luseholds invite neighbors and friends over to discuss topics with
either. the Mayor or a council member present.
Another idea is to set aside an hour each week to randomly call
people's homes "to see what's on their mind."
"It will take some time and effort to improve communications, "
said Trulove, "Our administration is always open to criticism and
advice."
Trulove said segments of the population may feel left out of the
1
process of local government.
"We are going to make every effort to involve greater segments
from now on," he said.
This greater segment also includes students. They are here for
three or four years and often don'.t get involved in local issues .
" I feel the government needs to serve the students, because they
are also a part of the community," said Trulove, " I look to students
and to people who are concerned with the University as a benefit to
the city and as an economic va)ue."
Cheney's budget will be a big problem according to Trulove.
Revenue sources are declining and prices are rising rapidly.
"We don't have many choices of raising revenue in the city," said
Trulove, "The legislature will have to do something to relieve the
problem. In addition, we will look for every possible way to
improve productivity," he said.
Trulove said the budgeting process will be slightly different in
order to make it generally more understandable to citizens.
"Changes won't be fast, because we are providing a lot of

By Karen Caddis

Mayor-elect Tom Trulove, EWU economics professor, will
·
be taking the office of Cheney Mayor in January.
Photo by Kevin Taylor
services with very little money," said Trulove.
,
Another change would be to improve channels of communication
between citizens of Cheney and Eastern Washington University.
However, Trulove said he is not representing the university.
Instead, he will look after the city and its welfare first.
Trulove still teaches full time at EWU, because the position of
mayor is only considered a part-time job. Cheney is run day-to-day
by a city administrator hired by the Mayor. He said they recently
hired a new finance director who "keeps the books." Various
department heads take care of the provision of city services.

Billing Numbers Costly to AH Involved
By Tom Mccrady
If you are one of the approx-.
imently 320 students at Eastern

who hold billing numbers to make
long distance calls from dorm
phones, then you should have
received your first bill for the
school year.
You may have gasped with
amazement (or fright) when you
noticed the number of digits
underneath "amount due".
No one living on campus can
make direct long distance phone
calls, except for those living at
the Married Students Court. If a
student wishes to call long distance ·he has three options; to
use a pay phone, to use someone
else's billing number (which is
against Inland Empire Telephone Company's rules), or get
one of their own.
It is a simple procedure; a
form can be obtained and filled
out at the Inland Empire Telephone Company at 111 College
Ave.

What is not so simple is paying
in their board and room fee for
the bill when it arrives. The
use of the telephone.
disadvantage, of course, of not
Administration and faculty are
being able to dial direct, without
not allowed to make direct long
operator assistance, is paying the
distance calls either. Only three
full long distance rate. For exphones on campus are capable of
ample, when calling Seattle, paylong distance calls; the Presiing full charge, the cost would be
dent's Office, Campus Safety and
$1.95 for the first three minutes · the Bookstore.
and 32 cents for each additional
Dorm phones can not call diminute. This does not im;lude tax.
rect due to the equipment EastAt present Eastern is renting
ern rents . EWU's telephone
the equipment necessary for teleequipment is not capable of handphone use. It is housed in the
ling outgoing long distance calls.
basement of Pearce Hall. Two
To put such equipment in would
operators are employed by the
be at a "tremendous cost," acschool. They are on duty from 8
cording to Don Dennis, Manager
a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
of the Inland Empire Telephone
Company. Lois Wilke, Telephone
Many years ago the dorms only
Analyst at Eastern, said that the
had one pay phone on each floor.
cost at a very rough estimate,
Now, with a phone in each room,
wold be more than a million
students pay four dollars a month dollars.

Who would pay this amount? It
would seem that since Eastern
rents the equipment, the telephone company would be in
charge of modernizing the equipment, which they own. According
to Dennis, the price of the equipment is "not directly related to
the college." He explained that at
the next rate boost rate payers
would "feel it. Installation cost
would probably be at Eastern's
expense, Dennis added.
He stated that a better solution
would be to keep the same
equipment but give the students a
direct dial line. He added that his
company was looking into a way
to provide this service.
Looking at other schools
around the state, Western Washington Unviersity, Seattle Pacific
University and University of
Washington. phones are capable
of direct long distance service,
while Washington State University use billing numbers.

The Washington Federation of
Teachers State Executive Board
(WFT), at their Nov. 5 meeting in
Spokane, passed a resolution
stating their discontent with the
use of term contracts in higher
education employment procedures.
Said Kermit Palmer, Local
WFT president and EWU business professor, "It's ironic that
Eastern has become a regional
University and at the same time
employs hiring practices that will
be detrimental to hiring programs."
According to Palmer, term
contracts can lead to deteroration of education programs and
quality of teachers, poor moral,
as well as hinder long range planning.
Palmer and the WFT feel that
this hiring method also limits the
assurance that incoming students
will be able to complete their
major.
Originally used to hire temp0rary replacements for faculty on
sabaticals, the term contract is
now used as a standard method of
hiring new permanent faculty at
EWU.
The term contract at the present time allows an instructor to
be dismissed at the end of the
school year. This alone creates
several problems said Palmer.
"It allows a faculty member to be
dismissed without cause. Administrators are not required to give
reasons or notice," said Palmer.
According to Palmer, term
contracts can have even great
conataions. "What's to prevent
the administration from hiring
part-time facuity. They can hire
them for less money,'' said Palmer.
The WFT has no alternative
contract plan at the time. "The
union does not say that the administration should not use term
contract ... we're just acknowledging that it is a problem," he said.
The catalyst for presenting the
resolution was the investiture of
H. George Frederickson, EWU
president. "I was contacted by
several facutly members across
the state who suggested that the
WFT use this as public exposure.
One suggestion was informational picketing," said Palmer.
After a meeting with EWU
faculty and others, it was decided
that the investiture should be supported. "It was important to us,
we decided not to make a public
display. We think the administration will take notice though,'' said
Palmer.

Eritrea Situation Explained
By Cyndee Walter

Dr. Gerald Chaliand will speak
at Eastern Washington University on November 21, about the
"Revolution in Eritrea and the
Horn of Africa," said Tsejay
Emmanuel, Assistant Professor
of Management.
A 50 minute film called "Inside
Eritrea with the EPLF," that
was made by Chaliand during his
two weeks spent with the Eritrean Peoples Liberation Front,
will also be shown.
"This is mainly for our students, to enlighten them about
what is going on in our world,"
said Emmanuel, ''As an outsider,
Chaliand wants to show us what
he saw and tell us what is going
on in Eritrea. He'll show us both
sides of the coin."

Eritrea is located on the East
Coast of the Red Sea bordering
Ethiopia in the South., Sudan in
the West and the Republic of
Djubuti in th.e Southeast. It occupies an area of 120,000 sq. km.
and has a population of 3.5
million. The people are a mixture
of Semetic and Hametic stocks
tracing their origin to African
and Arab civilizations.
In 1961, the Eritreans who at no
time were prepared to accept less
than independence, launched an
armed struggle to liberate their
country. Today, 16 years later,
the Eritrean struggle is the longest on-going armed struggle in
Africa.
Under the leadership of the
Eritrean Peoples Liberation

Front the struggle has developed
into a full scale people's war with
the entire country side under the
control of the liberation forces
leaving the enemy troops in a few
fortified cities.
On March 22, 1977 the peoples
army liberated completely the
entire province of Shael including
Nacfa, its capital. In a period of
17 days the EPLF has liberated 3
towns of strategic and economic
importance. As the EPLF .wrote
regarding the liberation of Naefa,
this is "a harbinger of things to
come, a great revoluntionary
event heralding the forthcoming
fate of all Eritrean cities."
Dr. Chaliand will speak in
Patterson Auditorium from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. on Monday.
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Sound Off

At recent concerts, Campus
Security and deputies from
the Spokane County Sheriff's
office arbitrarily searched
fans for contraband.
What do you think of this?

Bruce Anderson "These tactics
seem to be the beginning of a ·
police-state. Maybe we will •
follow in the footsteps of
Russia. Besides, this illegal
cont(oband does enhance the
music."

Dorm Life is Booming
Once again EWU dorm life is booming after several
successful Homecoming and Halloween activities.
·

Pearce

Pearce Hall will be "rockin' and rollin',, when
they venture out to Spokane for a roller skatiQg
party. All the dorms are invited to this special
event, Nov. 28. Final plans have not been made but
a huge turnout is expected.
Morrison Stuff

Thanksgiving is going to be a fancy affair for
Morrison residents as they plan for their turkey
dinner raffle at the Spokane House. After this fine
evening of turkey, it looks like some Morrison
residents will be turning out for Pearce's roller
skating party to skate off those extra pounds.
Morrison seventh floor is ready to boogie at their
second annual Sadie Hawkins dance in the MultiPurpose room. All dorm residents are welcome.
Dryden

Besides keeping busy with their choir and
exercise nights Dryden girls have taken on a few
more activities for the holiday season. A big all
dorm party is scheduled for Nov. 21, with an
all-season favorite film. "Winnie the POQh and the
Blustery Day" and some Mickey Mouse cartoons
being shown.
Nov. 30, Dryden will be getting into the Christmas
spirit with a tree decorating party. Decorations will
be hand-made by the girls and the Dryden choir is
expected to sing for the occasion!
Streeter Hall is concentrating on making Christmas an event to remember with several activities
lined up. Your last chance to boogie will be the last
Friday of the quarter as Streeter Hall proudly
presents the fantastic sounds of Hot Stuff.
Bingo Mania

Bingo was the main event at LA Nov. 8, with a
great turnout throughout the whole evening. At

least 40 people were playing Bingo at all times.
Although it was just an evening planned for the fun
of it, LA did give out $120 worth of cash prizes and
managed to bring in a small profit.
An all .dorm inside "picnic" has been scheduled
for the near future and a possible woodcutting party
· to accompany the feast.
Dressler

Kathy Hartzheim: "I think it's
discriminatory and unjust. In
this kind of situation, security
should be left up to the
college or students."

Dressler is going full speed also with a variety of
activities planned for the holiday season. A pool
tournament is scheduled for the near future and
Dressler has also decided to have a roJJer skating
party. Other plans include a Christmas dance and a
dance tomorrow in the PUB with the great sounds of
Orpheus.
Interdorm Council

· Things are hopping in the Inter-Dorm Council
with ideas flying left and right. A possible winter
fair is scheduled for the near future in the PUB.
Each dorm or floor in a dorm may enter a booth of
either food or games. Some ideas were a dunking
machine, candy sale and a spin-the-Wheel of
Fortune.
For those athletic souls who enjoy speeding dowm
a mountain on a thin pair of skis, Inter-Dorm is
providing a ski bus to Mt. Spokane every Saturday.

Lisa Norby: "I'm really against
it-- 1 don't see how they can
legally do it especially without
any previous notice to the
concert goers. From what I've
heard- -their
method
of
searching went to unreasonable extremes also."

Tawanka

Tawanka 's main goal this year is to provide the
type of food everyone likes but they need the help of
dorm students. If anyone has any complaints, take
them to Tawanka . A new system will be started
soon at Tawanka to keep things running smooth.
There will be a host in the commons to make sure
that the milk machines and coffee are always full
and to check on the food.

Campus Safety
Michael Perkins reported on November 6 that is car had
been vandalized. Campus Safety notified Cheney Police.
The antenna was broken, distributor wires removed and
broken, and the air cleaner was taken. The missing parts
were later found. It was reported to Campus Safety November 13 that the
candy machine in Martin Hall had been bro~en into. The
glass front candy display was smashed out and the candy
stolen. Small blood spots were found on the floor.
Lin Yin Suen, resident in Anderson Hall, woke to the
sound of a key being turned in the lock of her door. The
intruder a male said something to her softly, but she
couldn't 'rememb~r what. He then walked out. Lai walked to
the door and noticed that the man was standing near the
custodial closet. She asked why he opened the door. He
didn't answer. He then stated that he was looking for his girl
friend, "Barbara X".

Frat Starts
Food Drive
A food drive to help provide a
Thanksgiving dinner for the
underpriviledged in Cheney is
being started and sponsored by
the men of the Alpha Phi A!pha
fraternity .
Donations of canned or nonperishable foods can be made
now to Thanksgiving at one of the
following locations: Cheney City
hall , the EWU PUB, the Cheney
Plaza shopping center and the
offices of The Cheney Free Press.
The men of the fraternity urge
you to be generous make this a
happy Thanksgiving for the less
fortunate families in Cheney.

Pam Peterson : "I think they
are supposed to have reason able caus~ to search a person,
so this doesn't seem right."

Jim Swegle: "I feel that the
authorities should not be able
to search anyone whether
they are students or not. A
person cannot be responsible
for something he has not
done. If contrabands are consumed during the concerts and
e tc . then the autnor1t1es
should take action, but not
before ."
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Budget Problems
Require Solution
The controversy over how Service and Activity fees were to
be a llocated was settled in May of 1976 when the Board of
Trustees adopted a compromise proposal worked out by
Associated Students and the administration.
That compromise provided for a 60-40 split in the budgeting of that portion of each student's tuition known as S&A
fees . Sixty percent of the fees were to be allocated by A.S .
for student clubs and organizations. The remaining 40 percent was to be o.llocoted by a committee of students and
faculty for departmentally related budgets.
But that compromise is apparently not working.
Halfway into the first quarter of the school year A.S. has
found themselves with no money left in their gener.al fund
and departmental budgets ore currently operating $36,500 in
the red .
"Budg·etary oversight" was the reason given by student
and administration officials when questioned about the
general fund having no money left in it. What they really
meant was there had been no communication between the
two bodies. A .S. hod failed to notify the official in charge of
student accounting about two revolving funds set for concerts
and the Magic Bus.
Those funds were not supposed to be included in the overall accounting of the general fund at the close of each fiscal
year. But "oversight" led to those funds being included in the
general fund when budgeting of S&A fees took place last
Spring . That $20,000 "oversight" leaves A .S. ·virtually broke
with little prospect of having funds to meet any emergency
situation that could arise.
Exactly how departmental budgets got themselves $36,500
in the red is unclear at this time but is questionable since,
legal ly and theoretically, state funded bodies are not
supposed to be operati.ng at a defici!,
An added dimension to the monetary confusion now run ning rampant here is how bond instajlm en ts on the Pence
Union Building exceeded the required payment by $22,000.
Administration officials say there is a good chance of gaining
back $16,000 of that money this fiscal year leaving $8,000 in
overpayment unaccounted for.
The administration now says it will recommend a new
budg eting process for A.S. funds derived from S&A fees. This
would eliminate the current process, only a year and a half
old, and for ce student leaders to adopt a new system.
Perhaps with the current confusion over A.S. budgeting
and allocation of S&A fees a new system is exactly what is
needed.

--Mark Walker

New Porno Law
Sparks Burning
"Hurry up man, they start in ten minutes. "
"I'm trying to find my Zippo."
Thus our two heroes prepare for a new fad on Washington
campuses: The First Annual Incineration of dangerous literature as defined by our state's new anti -pornography low.
The low, instituted earli e r thi s year, prohibits establishments that "spec ialize" in the distribution of offensive
written and graph ic materia ls.
The cere mony was f irst suggested by an Eastern W 9shington University organizati on known at th e "Philistines for
Emasculated Art." The "Phiilies," as th ey are affectionately
known on ca mpus, r ecently discovered that in OUR library
th ere are certain works which include b lasphemy, refere nces
to shameful porti o ns of th e human anatomy and graphic
portrayals of th e mammary glands.
Philly officia ls said they found these refe rences . in the
nove ls of James Joyce, D.H. Lawrence and William Foulkene r. In additi on, the poetry of Ezra Pound, Geoffery Chaucer
and the "disg usting" sonnets of Williom~hokespeare were
found to have passages mentioning illi cit sexual relations,
c urses against Jehovah and references to human excretion.
Paintings by Ga ug hin, and Re nior shamefu lly and graphically d epicte d the bosoms and buttocks of pagan south sea
is land wom e n and Parisio~ Left Bank prostitutes.
W e now re join our tw crusading heroes.
"Come on. I'll loan you my Cricket. They're starting to pile
th e books up on the mall now."
" Alrig ht, I'm coming. Who in hell is ton ig ht's speaker anyway?"
"I don't know. Some guy named G rubes or Grubbles or
Goebb e ls. "
--Bob Wool ery and Mork W a lker

etter:s
Searches and Seizures Explai.ned
Dear Editor:
Apparently, there is a bit of
consternation concerning ·the
"apparent illegal search and
seizure", (as the editorial in
last week's ~dition described
it) , that greets concert-goers at
the door of the pavilion on
concert nights. As a semi official spokesman for the
concert committee of which
I'm a member, let it be said
the committee agr~es with the
position of the Easterner. How
co uld we not agree? Nobody
looks forward to being frisked
like a criminal after paying
five bucks or so to see the
show. Its bad business, plain
and simple. Concert goers
don't like it, the act's promoters don't like it, and contrary to popular opinion, I'll
bet the officers themselves ·
don't even get off on it. These
o~ficers are supplied by the
administration for our own
protection, and I suggest you
con tact campus safety to allow
them to explain why we need
this protection, because it's
beyond me.
To their credit, these officers
are reiatively coo l about the
whole situati on . Any kind of

paraphenalia thot they confiscate from concert goers (Including bongs, booze bottles
and etc.), will be returned to
the patron at the end of the
show. What will not be returned are any drugs that ore confiscated. ABOVE ALL, THE CONCERT-GOER WILL NOT BE BUSTED. The reason for this is
simple. IF they were to bust
somebody for drugs it would
eventually involve court action, which would quite possbily turn against this kind of
search.
Last week's editorial suggested that no one was informed of the possibility that
they would be searched. This
undoubtedly is true, but let us
consider a couple of reasons
why it is so. A few days before
the first concert of the year,
HEAD EAST on Oct. 6th, I talked
with the long blonde haired
member of your staff and suggested to her that she run a
f ea ture article informing poten tial patrons that they would
indeed be searched at the
door, but not busted. She said
she would, wrote down some
of the things I told her, and
even said she would contact

-
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campus security for their side
of the situation. When the
issue come out that Thursday,
there was no sign of any such
article ... in fact on your calendar of upcoming events, the
Head East concert scheduled
for that night was not even
mentioned. That night the
1500 or so people that heard
about the show from various
other media, read a large sign
that was posted on the side of
the pavilion telling them that .
in just a few feet they would
be ·confronted by uniformed
officers who would search
them for contraband but not
bust them. Admittedly, there
was no such sign at either of
the lost two concerts, but from
now on there wi II be at all
pavilion concerts. Also in the
editorial, the writers suggested that something be added to the advertisements of
the show telling people thot
they would be searched. The
function of a promotional
announcement is to attract
people, and such a tag as sug: gested would tend to discourage this.
The responsibility of inf.orming people that the y would be
searched lies e lsewhere t~an
the concert's promotional announ cem e nts.
For now, th e only recourse
the · concert goer has is to
refuse to b e search ed. In this
case, the person would probably not be allowed to e nter
the pavi lion for th e show that
his ti cket gives him th e right to
see. Th erefore th e person hos
a choice to bring lega l action
against thi s form of search ...
whi ch is e xactly what the
officers don't want. As of now
we have directed A.S. Attorney C5en ercil John Dupuis to
re nd ~r a legal opinion on the
matter, whi ch could w e ll appear in next week's Easterner.
With no more pavilion concer ts sch eduled for this quarter, and a little bit of work between now and the new year,
a solution of sorts can be
reach ed .
Chris Owe n s

,.1
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The Associated Students of Easter·n Wash...

ington University are now acc:epting appli •
cation~ foli the fo~lowning Cabinet positions
and committee positioriis
.
'

CABINET
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR OF EllECTIONS

,,

PUBLICITY DlRECFOR .
POSTER DESIGNER
t

'

..

'
~

...

COMMITTE/IS
.

-

.

'

Bookstore Advisory Commit#ee -

Library/IMC COmmitte

-Business Affairs Council

Teacher Education Csmmittee

. A.S. Contemporary Issues
Bureau

Under.graduate Affairs Council
Academic Appeals· Comtnitfee

Commuter Bus Committee

Admiss-ions, Counseling, and
Placement
.
.

Political Action Committee

Course and Prs'gram A.pf'rov.al

Student Faculty Relations

•

~

loo;

t

•

.•

Soci-al Activities
Revie'N Board
-

Gener,0/ Education Commfttee
·
.
.

~

)

.

Associated Students Superior Court
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.

•

•
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•

If interested in one of these positions a.nd would like
more information, stOp by the A.S. Offices Third Floor

PUB. or Ca.,I Mark Nysether - 359-25 14
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Entertainment
Campus Cowboys
Hoot 'n Holler

.._

I

The Special Events Pavilion
looked like a Hollywood set from
Dodge City at last Wednesday's
John Prine/ Jerry Jeff Walker
Concert.
The campus cowboys came out
of the woodwork, foot stomping
and rebel yelling, to hear Jerry
Jeff, the hero of Texas "outlaw"
country music. Guys, who had
probably never been closer to a
horse than the grandstand at the
annual Cheney Rodeo, came adorned in straw ten gallon hats and
wearing clownish, pointed toed
cow chip jumpers. Throughout
the PaviHon could be heard the
low murmur of Texas drawls.
Prine opened the evening with
a quiet set, accompanied Qnly by
his two acoustic guitars. As
Prine is the first to admit, his
music consists of three chords,
repititious and monotonous. But
Prine's talent lies in his witty,
and often poetic lyrics. In songs
such as "Dear Abby," he· takes a

barrage of verbal shots at today's
media gurus and their insipid
advice. In "Donald and Lydia,"
he speaks poignantly of the
alienation resulting from a sexually mechanized love affair.
Unfortunately, because of poor
' acoustics, and Prine's gravelly
voice, much of the lyrical content
of the songs was lost on the
confused, and often bored crowd
of 2,800.
The crowd of rabid Texas
Swing fans wasn't the ideal
audience for Prine either. His set
dragged on longer than it should
have while the promoter and the
back-up band searched frantically for the late appearing Jerry
Jeff. (Walker has a nasty habit of
showing up late for gigs, and then
arriving stumbling drunk.)
He finally did show, around 10
p.m., and after an extensive
tune-up, got the by' now clinched
"Mr. Bojangles" out of the way.
He went through many of his

Audience as abstract appreciation.
standards: "L. . Freeway," Red · jeans, up to the microphone to
sing in his booze-burned bass
Neck Mother,' and "Key to the
about the Texas Badlands.
Highway." Most of his songs
Walker's band consisted of a
dealt with life on the road,
bassist (who also filled in with a
hard-hearted women, memorjazzlike
clarinet on some numable drunks, an1of course, honky
bers),
a
steel guitarist, drumtonk saloons.
mer, and a lead guitarist whose
Jerry Jeff cou dn't do anything
screaming
riffs sounded more
wrong during t~e concert; every
like rock-n-roll than the mellow
song, every mbve was wildly
melodious sounds that are gen~
cheered by the ob of would-be
erally associated with country
wranglers. The acho appeal of
music. Walker filled out the
Walker and his music could be
sound
with a rhythm guitar that
felt as he st~ode lanky in his blue

John Lee Hooker Gonna Play Some Blues
John Lee Hoo er, "the daddy of
blues'', will be erforming in the
PUB at 8 p.m . hursday, Dec. 1.
Admission is $1.
_B orn in 191 , Hooker began
playing musi when he was
thirteen years old at country
suppers and "'ish fries" in the
Mississippi cotton country.
He moved to Detroit in 1948 to
work in the f 'u ndry
Ford

plant, but fell in with local
musicians. Hooker began playing
his guitar at after-hours clubs
and his single "Boogie Chillun"
soon hit the national charts.
A prolific writer, Hooker composes most of his own material
and has supplied songs to major
rock acts such as the Rolling
Stones.

rama Department is preAsian farces, "Twice A
Bride" an "The Zen Substitute" at 8
p.m. Nov. fl, 25, 26, and Dec. 1, 2, and 3
in the Univ rs~ty Theatre. Left to right in

seemect to be giving him trouble
throughout the evening, judging
from all the adjustments he ma.~~
on his amp.
Around midnight, after two edhausting hours of nonstop honky
tonk music, the band wound up
the ·evening with a fast-paced
worldly version of the spiritual
"Will be Circle Be Unbroken,"
and citified cowboys left the
pavilion well satisfied.

ie

aw ins

Get your guy at the Second
Annual Sadie Hawkins Dance
sponsored by Morrison 7th floor .
The Dance will be held from 9
to 12 p.m. Friday, Nov. 18, in the
Morrison multipurpose room.
Prizes will be awarded to the
best dressed couple and pictures
will be taken.
For more information about
the dance, call Kevin Mangan at
9-2737.

the photo above are Alan Spaulding as
Mo Chi, Charles Gasset as Lin Jin, Diana
Michelotti as Yu Nu, and Mariel Webb as
Lady Lin. For more information, call
359-2825 or 359-2459.
Photo by Shelly Hutchinson
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Mr. Fingers Lets His Magic Do. . the Talking
By
Kevin Taylor
and
RaySpanjer

He told of a teen-age runaway
named Eric Weiss who came
across a book on magic written
by the French magician Houdin.
Young Eric was so entranced
with magic and the author that he
began to practice the former and
named himself Houdini after the
latter.
Which brings us to a logical
place to put:

As the lights dimmed in the
PUB Tuesday night, 90 people
leaned back in their seats, folded
their collective 180 arms over
their chests, and waited for "Mr.
Fingers" to knock their socks off.
M,r. Fingers, A.K.A. Irv Weiner,
didn't exactly want to knock any
socks off; but rather to open the
Interview Interlude #1
hearts and minds of his audience
How did you get your name?
to the art of magic. He did both
"Really my name is Irv Weinsuperbly. ·
er, and I'm from Boston, Mass.
In an hour and a half performNeedham, Mass. really. If people
ance, Weiner moved from
·
ever
need a ham, they ask for me.
sleight-of-hand tricks of varying
"Both my parents are deafcomplexity to an astonishing dismutes.
This is pure and simple
play of mind readings and predicfact. The neighborhood kids used
tions.
to call me 'fingers', 'Fingers
Weiner'
so that became my nomWeiner started out slow, limde-plume or whatever you want
bering up as it were, making his
to call it--my nickname.
thumbs disappear as almost ev"Later on in life, when I got
eryone's uncle does on Thanksinto sleight of hand and doing
giving after the whole family has
magic shows, I retained it, it's
made a turkey disappear.
catchy."
And now back to our review,
He continued his warm-up exalready
in progress.
ercises by running the scale of his
fingers with numbers of rubber
and wooden balls, popping them
from hand to inside pocket and
back again, making them smaller and smaller until they finally
disappeared. All the while he was
tellingThe audience of Vaudeville
magicians and their special ambience which he tries to recreate
· in his show.

Spaghetts

Dance Fest
Scbeduled
The University Dance Theatre
is celebrating Eastern's new university status with Moments of
Dance, a four-day festival running from Wednesday, Nov. 30
through Saturday, Dec. 3 at 8
each evening in the Dustin Dance
Theatre, Phase II of the Athletic
Complex.
Though student tickets are 50
cents, free passes are available
at the PUB Information Desk.
Regular admission is 12. Reservations are reccommeded as
opening night is already sold out.
The program will include seven
new works, including original
works by EWU students Linda
Lincoln, who has choreographed
a modern piece "The Hunt", and
Joanne Jaynes, who has composed an .original score for the dance
piece "Portraits".
For reservations, call 359-2825
from Cheney or 383-5271 extension 2825 toll free from Spokane.

Jazz Band
Set to Swing
Eastern's Jazz Ensemble will
be performing in a free concert at
8 p.m. November 29, in the Music
Building Recital Hall.
The 20-member ensemble, led
by Richard Obregon, have sch~uled few guest musicians, including respected jazz pianist
Arnie Carruthers, to sit in.
It has been learned, however,
Carruthers has recently been
injured in an accident. It is not
known if he will be able to attend
the performance.

Thank you Ray. Fingers picked
up the pace, so to speak, with a
dazzling array of card tricks.
"I fell in with the wrong crowd
for a while and was a card cheat,
a capper, for three and a half
years," he informed the audience.
The cleverest card trick in his
repetoire Tuesday, came when a
volunteer from the audience
chose a card and marked it with
his initials. The card was put
back in the deck, which was
shuffled and cut twice--hands
away from the body. The card
wound up inside a sealed envelope, inside a wallet in Weiner's
inside coat pocket. Card shark
indeed.
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Interview Interlude #2

... about ESP ...
"Well, ESP is a world I enter in
the second half of my show, but I
don't believP. in extra sensory
· perception.It implies you have to
be some one special to have it,
when it happens to every one of
us. Mine is well-studied, I do it
again and again and again.
"Tonight I'm going to try some
experiments--well, they're called
mind-bending experiments."

by Mike Moulton
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And mind bending it was Ray.
matching the most dominant proMr. Fingers even told you all
jections with full names, and then
about your car, remember?
on to birthdates, social security
Again Weiner started out slownumbers, and little stories or
ly, doing the "easy" stuff first. , anecdotes from that person's
With an audience volunteer who
memory.
admitted to having some medical
His tour de force came at the
training diligently checking his end, when out of a factory sealed
pulse, Weiner first stopped it tin can, mailed to the school over
completely and then made it a month ago, Weiner pulled out a
"sing" two songs. Apparently by list of news and weather predicsynchronizing the blood pulsations, all of them on the money.
tions with his humming of the
Among others, he predicted
tunes.
·
· ·
Cheney would have 11gt1t snowfall
Mr. Fingers blind-folded himon the morning of his arrival, and
self and asked everyone present
that Nanette Fabray would get
to project their initials onto an
whacked by an elephant trunk,
and that's something not just
empty blackboard on the stage.
anyone can do.
With great accuracy, he began

,.
KREM FM presents

With Special Guest

Kent1y Rarnkin
Tuesday• November 22, 1977 • 8 PM
Spokane Opera House
Tickets: 56.50/57.50 Reserved
Available at :

M & M Ticket Agency, The Coliseum Box Office
P.M. Jacoy, Valley Record Rack and the
Opera House Box Office
Produced by Albatross Productions
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seorts
Harriers to NAIA Trials
By Lorinda Gira ult

....:

Eastern Washington University cross country team will
travel to Kenosha, Wisconsin
next week for the NAIA national
meet.
Coach Jerry Martin expects
three or four members of the
team to place in the top 30
finishers and one in the top 20.
" Rick Becker should be in the
top 20 which would qualify him as
an All-American," Martin said.
The national course is ''perfect" for Eastern, according to
Coach Martin. "It is easier than
most, only moderately hilly and
is located on a golf course," he
said.
Martin expects the team to do
well at nationals and if they run
well they should be in the top ten,
if they don't, well, they will end
up quite a ways back.
"There are about 400 entries in
the race and the start is almost
like a 100 yard dash as everyone
goes for the first turn", Martin
said.
Four of Eastern's runners
placed in the top ten at the NAIA
District I Championships at Fort
Steilacoom Park last Saturday.
Rick Becker finished second "in
25 minutes and 26 seconds which
was only three seconds behind

first place runner Toby Suhm
from Central.
Steve Jurich placed fourth and
Mike Hadway seventh which lead
the Eagles to a twelve point
advantage over Western Washington University.
Finishing out the EWU scoring
was Steve Stageberg coming in
10th and Rick Gerhts, 12th.
Team scoring at the District I
meet was Eastern 35, Western 47,
Simon Fraser .82, Whitworth 100,
Central 114, Pacific Lutheran 151
and Whitman 179.
Coach Martin says Eastern has .
had a good season. "We're undefeated against NAIA schools in
our league.''
Eastern has also beaten the
Big Sky school of Montana State
University and NCAA independent schools such as University
and the University of Portland.
Eastern was second in the
District I meet last year. They
haven't been the champions since
1974.

Eagle~ Tiops in
lakedown Event

The Eagle wrestlers participated in the North Idaho Takedown tournament and outscored
their opponents 199 to 122 on
November 12.
Coach Stan Opp felt the Eagles
"looked fairly good with only two
weeks of practice, but therie is
definitely room for improvement.
Al1L Sl!JBJECTS
"We have a lot of work to do,
I'm not disappointed at this
but
Fast, professional. and proven
stage.''
quality. Choose from our library of
7,000 topics. Send $1 .00 for the
Kenny Foss led the tournament
current edition of our 220 page
in takedowns and finished first in
mail order catalog.
the 124 pound division.
Rock Outcalt was probably the
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
biggest
surprise as he wrestled
11322 IDAHO AVE., No. 206-E
unattached and won't be eligible
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474
unitl next quarter.
Other top performers were
Our research papers are sold for
Jerry Woller (157 lbs.) and Jerr
research purposes only.
.._
Allen (186 lbs.) both finished
second respectively and both
I Please rush my catalog.
E
I Enclosed is $1.
I wrestled unattached.
Opp received outstanding per: Name - ---=- - - - - - - I formances out of a couple of
freshmen . They were Mike Stopl
I Address
I City
I 080 lbs.) and Dave Caldwell (180
.._._
Lstate
Zip
I lbs).

ACADIEMIC
RESEARCH

___ _____~-~-- I

I

.... _________

Sierra Designs

Snowlion
Vasque

North Face .

Steve Jurich, Tim Caria and Steve Stageberg;
kneeling in front: Dave Hall, Rick "Roadrunner" Becker and Rick Gehrts.

Eagles Now Stand 5-3
By Kelly Chronister

non-conference game on Satur·
day.
Mike Wells came in at the
Eastern
was
behind
28-12
after
fourth quarter to lead Eastern to
three quarters of play when Wells
a sensational comeback victory
charged the Eagles to three
31-28, over Western Montana in a
touchdowns as he threw for one
touchdown while scorin~ one
himself.
EAGLES THIS YEAR
EWU, now 5-3, got its first
EWU 27 at Whitworth
24
_21 at Central Washington 27
fourth quarter touchdown on Pat
36 al Eastern Oregon
15
Spooner's second score of the
23 al Southern Oregon
20
game. a one-yard olum~e.
14 at Western Washington 21
fumbl~ sets up T.D.
31 al Oregon Tech .
2
On the Eagle -kickoff Gary
33 at Ore. Col. of Edu.
35
Abrahamson- fell on a Western
31 - al West. Mont. Coll.
28
fumble to give Eastern po&ition
deep 'in Montana territory. Wells
SCORE BY QUARTERS: 1 2 3 4 Total
then sneaked across to move· the
EWU
42 57 4182216
Eagles within four. Eastern howOpponents
27 56 45 44 172
ever missed their fourth consecu111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 tive ·extra point attempt of the
game to keep the score at 28-24.
Eastern then got the ball back
at the Montana 41 after a punt,
and moved down to the sixteen
after Charlie Crawford ran twice
for 25 yards. On the next play
~astern Washington UniverWells hit µince Barber with but
sity will host the WIAA Girls
45 seconds left in the game.
State "B" Volleyball ChampionWestern ended the season with
ships this Friday and Saturday
only their second loss at 6-2-1 and
the 18th and 19th of November.
hopes for a berth in next weekThe tournament will be held in
end's Copper Bowl in Butte.
the pavilion and will feature 12
Butte.
high school teams. They are
Bassett Snags Four
Glenwood, Waterville, HarringTom Bassett, averaging 104
ton, Davenport, Oakesdale,
yar.ds a game, caught four passes
Clallam Bay, South Bend, North for 116 yards to again lead the
Beach, Soap Lake, Freeman,
Eagles in receiving. Randy Cam:.
Garfield, and Toutle Lake.
eron had 5 catches for 64 yards
Matches run from 9 a.m. to 8 and Barber 2 for 30.. As a team
p.m. on each day.
Eastern had 210 yards through

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIHllllllllllll

EWU to Host
H. S. -Spikers

Home of the Famous

Ooublt UJha111111y & Stromboli

Professional sales and service of the finest in back·
packing and, mountain equipment available.

the air along with 162 on the
ground. Crawford was the leading ground gainer as he piled up
89 yards on 10 carries.
Total team offense for the
Eagles was 372 yards, through
eight games they are averaging
408 yards per game.
Next week Eastern will end it's
season in another non-conference
game against Pacific Lutheran
University at Woodward Field.

Intramural

Standings
VOLLEYBALL
Tuesday
Thrill Team
Bongers
The Force
B.C.'s
STAR WARS
Wind Jammers
No Names
Nutty Humpers
Lousy Losers
Good Guys
The Golddiggers
Thursday

w
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
2

L
1
1
2
2
3
3

3

4
4
4

2
1

6

w

L

6-Pack
Nuts& Bolts
Resident Alcoholics
Screamers

5
5
4
4

0

Little Duece Coup
Style & Smile
Blast Off's
Hoodlems
Missfits
Spikers
Hell Raisers

3
3
3
2
2
2
0
0

S.M.A.S.H. 4<Y/7

Stop by and try them out
KAYAKS
BOOK,S
PERIODICALS
RENTALS
TENTS
STOVES
CLIMBING GEAR
X-COUNTRY SKIS

SIERRA DESIGNS
SNOWLION
THE NORTH , FACE

KELTY
LOWE
CHOUINARD
VASQUE
ALPINA

1204 W. 1st

328-5020

Till 5 Mon. ~ Sat.
T.ill 9- Fri.

Strombolis
Inside seatin

SLIM DOWN
t

:·\~·
:
·

W. 30 lriiternatior.iol Way ·

..

WANT TO

!~~~. .~!~~en~ ~.~'!!M

Headquarters for Complete Art & Cr! ft Supplies
-B0ok1-Ma9aiines--New1paper1,SC HOOL AND OFFICE SUPPLIES, FILMS AND DEVEL·
OPING SERVICE, AMBASSADOR GREETING CARDS,
PARTY NOVEL TIES, GIFT WRAP, KEY·S MADE, SMOK·
ING SUPPLIES, UNIQUE EWU T-SHIRTS
Mon-Thursd11y 8 11.m.-9 p.m.1Frid11y Sund11y 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Give the new mllksh11ke diet
a try. You will notice II difference In 20 d11ysl Gu11ranteed. You lust have 2 tasty
milkshakes and one re9ular
m~1I II day 11nd- you wlll lose,
inches III well III pounds.
CALL NANCY AT 922-2430.

WE DELIVER

0

SPECIAL-The Or911nizer Reg. $4.49-NOW $3.25
Expires November 11, 19n

OR DROP BY E. 13409
SPRAGUE FOR A TASTE

TEST.

1
1
2
2
2

2
2
3

3
5
5
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ikers Defe·a t U of f t· · ,
E stern Washington University's volleyball team finally put it all
tog the and beat University of Idaho Tuesday night in Phase II.
C ,ach Pam Parks was "pleased with the performance."
'' he whole team played well and it is hard to site one
out landing player," she said.
B ocking ~as also a strong point throughout the game, Coaoh
Pa s said.
T e junior varsity scores were 12-25, .15-10, and 15-2. The varsity
pla ed for the best three out of five games with the scores of 15-4,
13- 5, 15-8, and 15-7.
rsity player Cindy Ochs did an outstanding job as a spiker,
Co ch Parks said. "She had an especially good night and that could
be ecause it wa~ her 21st birthday."
he volleyball team is now looking forward to~the regional
to rnament that will be held here November 25th and 26th.
" · gionals is a fun tournament and we expect to surprise sonie of
th teams that we will be playing," Parks said. This will be the first
ye r that only the top eight teams in the league will be included in
th tournament.
am Parks expects Portland State University, University of
Or gon, Washington State University, University of Washington,
Pa ific Lutheran University, Oregon State University, and
W stern Washington University to join them in the tournament.
SU has been undefeated in league game play for the past three
ye rs and U of O and PSU have gone to nationals for the past seven
ye rs, Parks said.
his weekend, the team will travel to Boseman, Montana for a
to rnament with University of Montana and Montana State
U iversity.

Marcy Feagans prepares to sp1 e uring
the match against the Unversity of Idaho
Monday night at Eastern.

tatistics

}]/[

Cindy Ochs and Lori Rohlinger go up to
block U of l's spike.
Photo by Lorinda Girault

Ski Sea·son Is Herie

RUSHING

G

YG

YL

NYG AVE

TD

LP

APG

FISK, Jim
ABRAHAMSON, Gary
LAITALA, Mark

8
8
8

549
189
3·33

39
3
86

505
186
247

3.9
5.5
4.0

1
3

43
· 20
40

63. 1
23.3
30.9

~~~~~~;:bb~harH~

:

~:; '~ . ~!~

::~

2

:

SPOONER, Pat
TAtKINGTON, Rory
WELLS, Mike
OTHERS

3

7
1

14

7
4

8
,6

27
19

1.7
1.0
-1.5
1.5

2
0
2
0

2
0
54
10

;:\y .,

12
1
-27

9

So Waterproof Yourr Gear

~ ~:~
6
6

Jitfy Cl"ne~s 235-6249

{}i

4.0
1.0
-3.0
3.0
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Before you graduate
TOTALS:

1500

8
8

Opp

201

1758 224

1534

3.7

162.4

YDS

PCT

TO

LP

APG

105

13

1~03
479
103
85

49.8

46.5
50.0
36.8

9
6

55
84
59

162.9
68.4
14.7
28.3

84

246.3
123.8

LAITALA
WELLS,
FISK, Ji
OTHERS

8
7
8

14
58

3

19

27
3
7

8
8

7

142

17

1970

87

n

11

990

Opp

191.8

Pl

G

TOTALS

43
65

PC

PAS

6

12
13

3.7

1299

2

2
0

48.0
41.1

17
11

57

RECEI

G

NO

VOS

AVE

TD

LP

APG

BASSffi, Tom
CAMERON, ·Rand
BARBER, Lonee
FISK, Jim
CUSTER, Mike
DAVIS, Bill
LAilALA, Mark .
BALDERSON, Mik
WILSON, Don

8
8
B
8
8

44

823
627
255
126
57

1B.7
13.8

7

84

3
5
1
0
0

59

102.9
77.6
32.0
15.7
8.1
2.0

1

13
41

45
31
16
6

3

·6

8

13

8.2

8.0
9.5
6.0
13.0
41.0
6.0

41

12

2

0
0

20

17
18
6

7

Get Career. Experience!
Cente1 ·for Experiental Learning
OPPORTUNITIES TO:

-Build and test professional. skills
-Explore career interest through interning
-Establish contacts in your field
-Make interning an experience worth credit.

See Steve, Monday • Friday 1-5pm
359-2402
E.t. Hargreaves, Room 209

COUPON

10% ·off on any
Contact Lens Solution
· 120 F st. Owl Pharmacy 235-4100

1.6

41.0
12.0

1'11 t
TOTALS:

EWU
Opponents

8
8

Total Offense
LAITALA * Mork
lilSK, Jim
WELLS, Mike

]42
77

1970

13.9

990

12.9

17
11

G

PLAYS RUSH PASS

8
8
7

276
137
76

247

1303

505
-27

IQ.a:,

479

84
57

246.3
123.8.

TOTAL APG

1550
608
452

194.3'
76.0
64.6

TAWANKA COMMONS
MENU
17-Chef Salad Bowl, Swiss Cheese on Rye,

'JIHURSDA Y

FREE
Facial with
Jafra
caU Mavis

624-9494

en
...I
C

~

and Appliances
Sales and Service

:::a

rr,

z:
LI.I
m

:z
.....

»a

17 First Cheney

r.-

~

Cream Style Corn, Lettuce with Cucumber, Cottage Cheese
F'RIDA¥ 18-Rolled Salami Salad. Tuna Noodle Casserole,
Buttered Beets, Lettuce with Shredded ,Carrot, Cottage
·
Cheese.
SATURDAY 19~Zoom, Hashbrowns, Boiled and Fried
Eggs, Sausage Links, Gl. Applesauce Donuts.
SUNDAY 20--Cracked Wheat, Hashbrowns, .Boiled and
Fried Eggs, Ham Patty, Cinnamon Rolls.
MON,DAY ·21-Turlcey Salad Bowl, Roast Beef Hash with
Gravy, Chilled Tomato, Lettuce with Romaine, Cottage
Cheese, Apricot with Pineapple Salad.
TUESDAY 22-0heese Souffle, Canned Peas, Lettuce
with . arsley, Cottage Cheese, 'l'hree Bean Salad.
WED N·E SDA.Y 23---Ravioli, Asst. Vegetables, Fish and
Chi s, Cottage Cheese, Asst. Salads.
1

,f
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Dr. H. George Frederickson accepts investiture charge given by BOT Chairperson
Mary Wilson.

~'

Governor Ray starts her informal discussion early as an
escort helps her to her seat.

Ray, Frederickson
Have Busy Day
"Overeducation is an idea
whose time has not come in the
Inland Empire and whose time
will never come," .said Dr. H.
George Frederickson, following
Gov. Ray visits with dignitaries during free time on
his official investiture as presiinvestiture day.
dent of Eastern Wa,shington University at a c~remony held in the
pavilion Tuesday afternoon.
Frederickson asked: "For what
shall
we educate?", answering
A wind-blown Governor Ray arrives for the investiture of
that EWU will prepare students
Eastern's President H. George Frederickson.
for "the era of interdependence."
~
Frederickson defined interdependence as how everything is related to everything else, adding
that the actions taken · by one
leveJ of government or individual
countries affect other levels or
nations. "We must interdepend
or we perish,'' he said.
Eastern 's responsibility is to

_...

"We will distinguish EWU," he
train students to handle economics, politics, poverty and . declared, paraphrasing an
Antenia oath, and· charged the
housing, law enforcement, educafaculty to make the university
tion and social services, Fredericher, stronger, and more beaurickson said, although he warned
tiful'' than when they first came
against an ''unqualified surrento it.
der (by the liberal arts) to specMary Wilson, BOT chairman
ialized fields.''
charged
Frederickson as presiFrederickson- said that he is
dent and said that during her
aware that colleg¢s and universities are often asked to solve . tenure as chairman, two important events occurred-the selecsocial problems that are not their
tion last October of Frederickson
experience or capacity, and that
by the BOT and the signing of a
in sometimes trying to deal with
bill recently by Gov. Dixie Lee
those problems they shove educaRay changing Eastern's status
tion aside and begin to lose their
from a regional college to an
effectiveness. He said he was also
university. Other speakers inaware of dubious taxpayers and
cluded Gov. Ray, State Sen. Sam
promised them a full return on
Guess, ASEWU President Jeff
their money (to state schools),
Tomson and Faculty Organizaadding that EWU will ''surpass
tion President Orland Killin.
(their) expectations."

Jeff Tomson, AS President, contemplates
Governor Ray's statements on the 8.0.T. as

she giver her presentation at the student
. luncheon in the PUB.

Marksmansh
·
.
Back
packing.
1
A Cross-countr .skiing. First aid.
Rappelling. urvival tactics.
Army ROTC is an excellent cour e
in leadership development. B t,
it's also adventure training, whe e
you learn to lead in an environme t
that challenges both your physi al
and mental skills.
You'll learn to think on your fe t,
to make important decisions quic y,
and to develop your confidence a d
stamina in the classroom or out.

Add Army ROTC to your program
and you automatically add a new
dimension of excitement to your
campus life.

I'd like to know more about Army ROTC:
D Course Content
D Financial Support
D Extracurricular Activities
D How to become an Army Officer
D Job/Career Opportunities

_ _ Mr.

Ms. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City, State, Zip: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D Freshman

D Sophomore

D Grad Student

D Veteran

Comntonly asked questions
about Army ROTC.
Q. If I sign up for ROTC will I be in A. There is absolutely no obligation
the Army?

during your freshman and
sophomore years in the basic
course.
Army ROTC is open to any
student enrolled in college.
You can major in anything you
choose except theology.

Q. If I take ROTC am I limited to

A.

Q. Will ROTC require much of my

A.

Q. Who should take ROTC?

A. One who likes physical as well

certain fields of study?

time?

It will require from one to two
hours per week. However, there
are numerous optional activities
which most students enjoy.

as mental challenges. One who
has some curiosity about the
military but is still undecided
about career goals. One who,
although not interested in a
military career, feels t hat t he
leadership and management
experience will provide good
training for a civilian career.
And certainly, one who is
interested in a military career.

Q. How
do I find out if Army ROTC
A.
Start by sending the coupon
. f
1s or me.?

below. Or come in for a personal
interview.
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